The radiographic trabecular pattern of hips in patients with hip fractures and in elderly control subjects.
Due to the increasing number of osteoporotic fractures of hip, spine, and wrist there is a growing need for methods to track down the subjects with inferior bone structure and to monitor the effects of therapeutic measures. This study aims at a noninvasive diagnostic tool, deriving architectural properties of trabecular bone from in vivo measurements on plane radiographic films. Pelvic radiographs of the nonfractured hips of 81 patients with hip fractures and of the right hips of 74 controls were studied. The regions of interest, 2 x 2 cm2, located in the femoral neck, were sampled and digitized with a video camera connected to an image analysis system. Several geometrical and directional measurements were made. The measurements were evaluated by statistical comparison with fracture risk, gender, and Singh index. By discriminant analysis, type of fracture, as well as gender and Singh index could be predicted correctly for 58% of the subjects, whereas guessing would be correct in only 8%. It was found that the geometrical parameters discriminate between hips of controls and patients. With respect to the directional measurements associations were found with gender and Singh index. Although the new parameters assess fracture risk less accurately than bone density measurements, some parameters suggest by their behavior that they are relevant with respect to femoral bone architecture and its mechanical behavior. Although interpretation of the measurements in histological concepts requires methods that have been reported in literature only recently, it is concluded that digital analysis of the radiographic trabecular pattern is an interesting option to increase the diagnostic yield of plane film radiographs and to study the structure of bone in vivo.